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Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601271

3

Introduction to Islamic Jurisprudence

–––

Brief description: The course defines the Islamic Shari’ and Jurisprudence As to their concept and
characteristics. It studies the development of Jurisprudence through the different stages starting from the era
of prophet Mohammed into the era of Khalifs and finally the era of flourishing jurisprudence views into
summarized records.
The course is concerned with giving a clear idea about the leaders of the four different schools through
studying their lives and education.
The course finally studies some legal systems in Islamic Jurisprudence which are:
1st- The system of ownership.
2nd- The theory of contract with some emphasis.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601141
3
Constitutional law and political systems
–––
Brief description : This course deals with the general theory, definition, terminology and enforcement of the
Constitutional Law in addition to the definition of the language, form and subject of the Constitution and its
relation with the other laws, studying the sources of the written and non-written constitutional rule, types and
means of drafting constitutions, the superiority of constitutions, means of control on the constitutionality of the
law plus amending and ends if constitutions, the applications of the constitutional law and development of
constitutional life in Jordan.
This course further includes definition, corners and properties of the state along with the theories explaining
the state sovereignty, types of state in terms of form and formations, studying the origin and emergence of the
state, the authority basis and theories emerged to explain the same in addition to the traditional and developed
functions of the state. This course studies also the principle of the state's subordination of the law, components
of the legal state and its applications in the Jordanian Constitutions. This is in addition to studying the
government and its various debates, types and images of governments, means of assigning the democratic,
non-democratic and mixed governance. This courses deals also with the types of democracy in terms of the
means of the people participation in authority with focusing in the parliament democracy and is applications in
Jordan, demonstrating the organization of the governing authorities and their interrelations, development and
scopes of the authorities and the ideologies explaining it. These course further deals with the individual's
positions, general freedoms, equality principle and contents, political parties and the applications of all of this
on the Jordanian political life.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601151
3
Administrative Law
–––
Brief description: This course studies the definition of Administration law and its relation with constitutional
law and other laws together with public administration to its Independence, origin development, the scope of
its application together with its characteristics. It also studies Administrative organization, In addition to
delegation of powers and the application of these issues in Jordan.
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Above all the course includes the study of the administrative an activity represented in public corporations
their types and methods of administration.
It also studies police powers, their ends, the limits of their powers, together with their control upon these
powers, and the application of these issues in Jordan.
It also studies civil service and the civil servant in addition to public domain, its regime, uses protection and
requisition. It also studies the administrative decisions, and administrative contracts. Above all it studies the
prerogatives of administrative of the administrative authority, such as discretionary power, discretionary
power, direct enforcement, and the requisition of real estate for public utility purposes.

Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601161

3

International law

–––

Brief description: Student of this course will study the law which governs the relation between states, and
other international persons through examine the nature of this law, its importance in organizing international
relations, its branches, its obligatory nature, its relation with local law, its persons, original sources
(Conventions, customs and general principles), additional sources (Jurisprudence, judicial precedents and the
rules of equity) with some emphasis on the most important of these sources (conventions for validity,
consequences and termination.
There is also a study of public international law persons (states, international organizations and the Vatican).

Course
number
0601121

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Penal Law- General

–––

Brief description: This course studies the definition of penal law and the importance of this branch of the law
besides clarifying the characteristics of the principles of penal law.
The course shows the position of the penal law within the public law system and explores its relation with
other branches of the law.
The course also shades some light on the historical background of Jordanian Penal Law. The principle of
legitimacy of crimes and punishments is also studied as to the substance, history and significance.
The course further explores the scope of this law as to time, place and persons as well as the general theory
of crime as to definition types and elements being the legitimate and material elements and their nature as well
as the mental element and its types.
Also the topic of criminal contribution and last exploring the forms of punishment, such as penalties and
preventive measure, and their types.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601110
3
Introduction to the Science of law
–––
Brief description: In this course the general theory of law is studied as to the definition of la, its rise, branches
and the variation of its rules, the characteristics of legal rules, and their types whether complementary or
imperative.
It also studies the interpretation of legal rules as to its methods, types, and schools explaining the scope of
its application as to subject persons, its place and time of application.
The course also studies the general theory of right, defines right and its type (pecuniary, personal, real and
incorporeal) its parties, sources and elements as well as protection provided for it.
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Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
Introduction to Islamic Jurisprudence
0601272
3
Personal Status Law (1)
Brief description: The course studies the personal rules from a legislative prospects in fields of marriage and
its rules, validity and consequences, also the obligations and duties, of husband and wife, marriage of
prohibited degree, rules for polygamy and types of contracts: valid, void and voidable.
The course also studies the various rules of divorce alimony.
Finally the course explains the concept of birth and its consequences as to:
One) Proof of Kinship
Two) Fostering
Three) Lactation

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601273
3
Personal Status Law (2)
Personal Status Law (1)
Brief description : It includes the definition of legacy, the rights that are related to it, the causes of
inheritance, the conditions and consent of the legal heirs of men, the husband, the absolute grandfather from
the father’s side, the brother of the mother, the legal heirs of women, the husband, the mother, the absolute
mother’s side. Next, it looks through the increase of the inherited portions, the payment of the increased
portions to the legal heirs, the transferring of the portions of the dead heirs to their heirs before distribution,
after which comes the inheritance of the relatives, the son the daughters and the son of the grandson.
In addition to that it studies the testament: its rule and philosophy, basics and conditions, revoking and
deviating from it, accepting and rejecting it, following that, it looks through the guardian and his conditions, the
legatee and bequeathed the crowded testaments and the inevitable testament.
After that, comes the inheritance, its hindrances, causes, and types of heirs after which it deals with the
conditions of the legal heirs, the agnation, the relatives, banning inheritance, the payment of the increased
port correcting the matters, the causative membership, the admitted relative, the pregnancy inheritance, the
lost, the fetus, the illegal son and the son who has been born after the allegation of adultery.

Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601142

3

The Systems of Jordanian constitution

Constitutional law and political systems

Brief description: The course deals with the political systems, their Constitutional basis, variation of policies
and it clarifies the concept of democratic government and its types. It studies also samples of political systems
applied in modern days, western and Marxist and finally for this part it studies the position of Islamic Shari'
especially in constitutional matters.
The course also discusses the political and constitutional frame work in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
starting with the Ottoman rule followed by the great Arabian revolt and the constitutional history of the
Kingdom by showing the constitutional of power and political life in the trans-Jordan beginning with the law of
(1928): how it was established, and its contents whether with regard to people’s rights or the organization of
powers and also the constitution of (1947) in the same above order.
Following that the course discusses the real practice for political sovereignty under the constitution of (1952)
by showing the political practice in the Kingdom which includes talking about the Jordanian State and its
political system, public rights and the general characteristics of the (1952) constitution, the preservation of its
sovereignty, the constitutional practice in the Kingdom especially showing all what has to do with the executive
power “The King and ministers” and the legislative power, its formation, role and method of work inside it.
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Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601281
3
Legal Terminology in English Language Introduction to the Science of law
Brief description: The course aims at aquatinting the student with the legal terminology in foreign Language
(English or French) corresponding to the Arabic terms by studying the basic legal principles in the chosen
language such as the definition of law, its divisions and sub divisions.
The student is then prepared to read selected legal provisions in Foreign Language so as to expand his
ability of understanding those provisions which will make it easier for him in the future to use foreign text book
when needed.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601252
3
General Financial and tax legislation
Introduction to the Science of law
Brief description: This course includes the study of the principles organizing the finance in the state in its
budget and revenues concentrating on the legislative applications, of these principles in the Financial
Legislation.
The text for this course includes the following: Introduction to the Science of Finance, the modern
principles of general finance (state budget, state spending, and state revenue) and especially the analysis of
direct taxes, and their financial, social and reforming developments.
The course then concentrates on the important Jordanian Financial Legislations in the constitution and in
the state budget law and also in the tax law in the Kingdom.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601111
3
Sources of obligation
Introduction to the Science of law
Brief description: The course studies the sources of obligations through an introduction specifying the general
principles of Jordanian Civil Law and the different view within it.
It then studies an introduction of pecuniary rights and both the personal and real rights, the modern
classification of the sources of obligation and the practical classification of same.
The course also studies the contract (definition, conditions, validity, interpretation, consequences, the
establishment of contractual liability and dissolution), the unilateral act, unlawful acts on possessions or body,
and the responsibility for other’s acts and responsibility for things.
It then studies undue enrichment and law as direct sources of obligation. The study will be comparative with
Islamic Jurisprudence and Arab civil laws.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601212
3
Consequences of obligation
Sources of obligation
Brief description: Once the students have learnt the sources of obligation, they will in this course study means
of enforcing the obligation after its establishment; these are voluntary means such as compulsory enforcement
whether by specific performance or compensation.
It also discusses the lawful means of protecting the enforcement such as the indirect law suit, the simulated
contract case and the right of withholding.
The course further studies the situations which might change the consequences of obligation such as
conditions, maturity period and joint liability of both debtors and creditors.
The course finally studies cases of extinguishment of the obligation whether by discharge, impossibility of
performance or prescription. The study will focus on Jordanian civil law as well as comparative laws.
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Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601231

3

Principles of Commercial Law

–––

Brief description : The course defines commercial law, it rise, historical developments, characteristics,
modern schools on trade law and its sources land commercial transaction and its classification into international
and procedural actions, actions stated by law, mixed or related commercial actions.
It also defines merchants, preconditions to be one, their obligations as to organizing optional and
obligatory record, and the force of these books in evidencing, registration in the commercial registrar and
unlawful competition.
The course also defines the commercial premises and its elements, records in general, transportation,
commercial mortgage, commission and commercial agency and commissioning.

Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601222

3

Crimes on persons

Penal Law- General

Brief description: This course studies some of the crimes stated in the Jordanian Penal Law especially those
threatening the life of human beings and the safety thereof being murder in all its types and circumstances, also
the crime of assault in all its types and circumstances and it also studies the unintentional crimes whether
manslaughter or assault.
The course also studies the detailed principles pertaining to crimes relating to public decency being adultery,
rape and indecent assault.

Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601232

3

E - Commerce

Principles of Commercial Law

Brief description: Studying of this course aims to deal with the most significant issues of the electronic
commerce, electric commerce concept, electronic contracting, features and characteristics of the electronic
commerce and the practical problems resulting from contracting through the modern electronic means, the
legal system of the contract concluded through the electronic means, protections of the consumer in the
electronic contract, the electronic contracts impacts, contracting obligations, electronic terms of payment,
electronic fulfillment, web sites and alternative means to settle disputes and negotiating of the securities and
commercial notes through electronic means and any other issues related to the electronic commerce
transactions.

Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601253

3

E - Government legislation

Administrative Law

Brief description: This course aims at identification the concept of general electronic management in terms of
legal aspect and its indications and showing its objectives, goals, principles and components. This course further
deals with the most significant modern electronic developments in the field of simplification of the
administrative procedures and decision making and determination of it legal stand. This course also studies the
legal frame of the modern electronic developments which were made on the public management means such
as decisions and administrative contracts. Moreover, this course deals with the protection means of the
electronic management whether technical or legal and its legality and determination of its effectiveness extent.
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Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601254
3
Administrative Justice
Administrative Law
Brief description: The study of this course deals with the definition of Administrative justice and its distinction
from ordinary justice in France.
It studies also the principle of legitimacy as to its meaning and sources showing the restraints over this
principle or any other parallel to it like the discretionary power of the administrative decisions immune from
annulment.
The study also deals with the supervision on the acts of the administration whether Administrative, Political
or judicial. In the field of judicial supervision the course extensively studies the annulment action as to its
definition, characteristics and the court having jurisdiction to hear such actions in Jordan besides the procedural
and subjective conditions for the said action.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601213
3
Enacted Contract
Consequences of obligation
Brief description: The course aims at distinguishing between contracts which are enacted and those which
are not as to sources, nature, aims and legal description of each.
After this study of the general frame of contracts, the course moves on to studying the two most
important conditions, which are the sales contract and the lease contract as to their conditions, elements,
obligations on both seller and buyer in the sale contact and obligation of lessor and lessee in the lease
contract and the legal consequence of concluding each of the contracts with an applicable study of the
landlords and tenants law in Jordan and the important dedication thereof.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601333
3
Companies and bankruptcy
Principles of Commercial Law
Brief description : This course aims at defining legal rules, governing the operation of commercial companies
and the legal system for Bankruptcy and it includes.
Studying the historical development of commercial companies, studying types of companies and legal rules
governing their establishment, conditions for its registration, management, disseverment, liquidation and also a
study of holding companies and foreign companies.
The course also studies the system of bankruptcy, its characteristics and the special rules for its declaration
as to its conditions, procedures, nature, ways to challenge it and its effect. It also studies receivers and
management of the Bankrupt’s possessions besides studying methods of ending bankruptcy and crimes of
bankruptcy, liquidation and rehabilitation and its conditions.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601314
3
Civil Procedures Law
Consequences of obligation
Brief description: The course defines the law of civil procedures, its sources, relation with other branches of
the law and its legislative development.
It also studies the judicial organization as to the formation of courts, stages of and adjudication, judges and
their assistants and rules of jurisdiction. The course discusses the theory of the lawsuit as to its conditions,
nature, and adjudication procedures and procedures for proof and the right of denial.
Finally the rendering of final decisions and means of challenging them such as appeal, objection, retrial and
cassation.
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3
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Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Labour Law and Social Security

Consequences of obligation

Brief description: This course studies the labour law and its importance, development, international
organization to some of its elements, sources, independence and scope of application.
It then studies the legal rules, organizing the single labour contract as to its elements conclusion, period,
effect which includes the rights and obligations of its parties and sanctions for its breach.
The course also studies the legal structure of collective labour relations whether those relating to collective
labour contracts, trade various or settlement of labour disputes in accordance with the Jordanian Labour Law
and agreements relating to labour.
The course studies general principles in the social security law as to its definition, development and scope
of application. It also studies rules for insurance against work injuries and illness, insurance against old age,
disability and death, insurance against temporary disability due to illness; it also studies motherhood,
comprehensive insurance for employees and family grants.
Finally its studies insurance against unemployment with some emphasis on the detailed provisions of the
first and second types of insurance which are currently applied in Jordan.

Course
number
0601317

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Insurance contracts

Enacted Contract

Brief description: The course includes a definition of the insurance law from the old and new concepts, the
technical principles of the insurance contract and its raise, development, types of insurance, characteristics of
each type and the view of Islamic Jurisprudence on Insurance contracts.
The course also studies the risk in insurance as to its conditions, premiums, elements significant in its
determination, the principle of interest in insurance contract, characteristics of insurance contract,
consequences of the contracts, obligation of its parties, subrogation, direct action, prescription and also a study
of a number of applications on insurance contracts such as a car and fire insurance.

Course
number
0601363

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Law of international organization

International law

Brief description: The course studies in a summarized method the theoretical frame of the International
Organizations as to their definition, rise, types and their distinguishing characteristics concerning their legal
entity, membership, different departments and the method of voting therein.
After this theoretical study the course deals briefly with the League of Nations and then the current
International body (The United Nations) through explaining its goals and main departments and the function of
these departments and the method of voting therein besides the specialized agencies connected to it.
The course also studies some International Organizations with a regional character such as the Arab League
of Nations and the African Unity Organizations as to their rise, departments, functions and method of voting. It
also studies some regional organizations with a specialized character such as the Gulf Cooperation Council and
the Islamic Conference Organization and the European Common Market.
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Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601323
3
Crimes on property
Crimes on persons
Brief description: The course studies crimes on property stated in the Jordanian penal law with some
emphasis on the most common ones being, theft, deception and misappropriation where the elements of each
crime are defined and, the punishments for their commitment, circumstances accompanying them and
conditions for release from punishment.
The course includes also a study of some crimes connected to crimes on property and specifically the crime
of drawing cheques without sufficient balance.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601416
3
Real Rights
Enacted Contract
Brief description: The course studies the two main branches of the real rights which are: Original real rights
and consequential real rights.
The study of the first branch includes the principles of ownership rights and means of protecting it and the
restrictions imposed upon it. It then discusses causes of acquisition of ownership such as usufruct, use,
residences, Musatahatu, easement with a study of some special types of ownership (such as common
ownership and ownership of floors and apartments).
In the second branch students will learn about security mortgage and pledge as to their creation,
consequences and termination, and finally the course discusses rights of privilege on ownership.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601418
3
Evidence and Enforcement Law
Civil Procedures Law
Brief description: The course studies the Jordanian evidence Law and complementary legislation and the
different jurisprudence schools on principles of proof and the burden of proof, means of proof whether writing,
witnesses, presumptions (legal or judicial), admission or oath (final or complementary) and other means of
proof.
The course also studies enforcement law and its development and a study of the authority handling
enforcement (enforcement department) as to its duties, persons in charge and property excluded from
attachment, methods, of enforcement on the debtors, body, objection on enforcement, allotment of the
revenue of the sale of said property.

Course
Credit
Title of the course
Prerequisite-co-requisite
number
hours
0601474
3
The Islamic origins of Jurisprudence
Personal Status Law (2)
Brief description: This course in whole define the rules and principles that the Jurisprudents have adopted to
conclude the Jurisprudent rules from its origins for which the student studies the relationship between the
Jurisprudence and its origins: definition, subject, origination and development.
After that, the subject looks through the applicable legal proofs which are the Qura’an, Sunna, Consensus,
Juristic Reasoning Application of Discretion, Unspecified Public Interest, Custom, and Accompanying, the Ordain
of our Ancestors and the School of the Companion. Next, it studies the legal rules with its both types, the
instructional and positive in addition to clarifying the expressions related to the rules which are the ruler, rule,
and the subject of conviction and convicted. The subject gets to the essence which is the original rules with its
both branches, the linguistic and legislative.
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Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601435

3

Commercial Papers and the Banking
Transactions

Companies and bankruptcy

Brief description: The course defines commercial papers, their characteristics, development and the
unification of the banking laws.
The course further studies legal rules for promissory notes and bills of exchange as to their creation,
conditions, acceptance, maturity, endorsement and its types and consequences, securities for payment,
termination whether by settlement or prescription.
A study of the cheque follows as to its definition, conditions, circulation, settlement, refusal of payment and
sanctions.
The course shows the importance of banks in the economic life and the commercial nature of the banking
transactions such as depositing, overdrafts, transfer, documentary credits, discount and letters of guarantee.

Course
number
0601436

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Commercial and Industrial property

Companies and bankruptcy

Brief description: The study starts with a summary of history of commercial legislations and then a study of
the nature of industrial property as to its legislative sources national or international, and a study of the
principles of Industrial property in general and their position in the Arab Countries and in Jordan with some
emphasis on patent rights and how they are granted and cancelled, their protection and restraints that might
be imposed on them.
The course also studies trade and industrial marks as to their function, conditions, owner’s rights,
cancellation, commercial manners, trading premises, and legal transaction that might be carried on them such
as sale or mortgage.
It then studies technology transfer and intellectual property in accordance with the copy rights laws and the
Bern convention relating to the international protection of copy rights.

Course
number
0601419

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Private International Law

Enacted Contract

Brief description: The course first defines private international law, it sources and distinction from public
international law. It also studies the general theory of conflict of laws, as to the scope of this conflict, and the
established methods to solve it and designating the applicable law and applying foreign laws in national
jurisdiction and obstacles for not doing so.
It also studies the obligations arising from contractual and tortuous liabilities and the issue of enforcing
foreign judgment in the state.
The course further studies the general theory of nationality as to the definition of Nationality, its nature
and the state’s power in its organization, methods of acquiring it whether by law or acquirance, issue of
stateless persons, double –Nationality, losing Nationality and the courts having jurisdiction in relevant disputes.
The course also studies Foreigners status in the state, their rights and obligations showing the practical
principles relating to nationality and foreigner’s status in the Kingdom.
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Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601424

3

Information technology crimes

Penal Law- General

Brief description: This course includes studying the penal protection of the electronic transactions, web sites
and the personal information. This is in addition to the protection of money, electronic commerce, and money
laundry crimes by using electronic means, infringement crimes on computer programs, intellectual property,
protections of communications networks and electronic cheques, infringement crimes on trademarks, financial
brokers crimes, electronic signature crimes and electronic consumer protection crimes.

Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601425

3

Criminal Procedures Law

Crimes on property

Brief description: The course defines the criminal procedures law and the importance of its study,
characteristics of its rules, its relation with other Criminal Laws, its applications and historical view of the
Jordanian criminal’s procedures law.
It then studies the action resulting from crime, the public and private right actions with an emphasis on the
public right action as to its intitations and stages starting from detecting, collecting evidence, persons in charge
of it and then the stage of interrogation and who undertakes it and also adjudication, where procedures will be
studied together with types of courts and their formation.
It then studies the verdict and how it is rendered and ways of its revocation and last the subject of enforcing
criminal verdicts is also studied.

Course
number
0601491

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Judicial applications

Civil Procedures Law

Brief description:

The course aims at giving the student the chance in his final stage of study to witness the
progress of legal actions at the civil, criminal and family courts in coordination with the ministry of Justice.
It includes training the student to tackle issues of all types while being heard at the court, to learn the
necessary requirements to hear a case as to the submission of the statement of claim and payment of judicial
fees, presentation of documents, judicial proceedings, rendering of decisions, ways to challenge then, how they
become final and ways to enforce them.

Course
number
0601492

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Graduation Project

Civil Procedures Law

Brief description: The student shall choose a legal issue for the purposes of writing a Graduation Project. The
subject will be chosen under the supervision of the lecturer who shall guide the student on how to make use of
books and texts and the method of writing. The department will refer student to members of the teaching staff
in accordance to specialization in the faculty of law.
Once the student completes his project and the supervisor agrees for it to be typed, it shall be presented to
the department in its final from where a specially panel shall examine the project and evaluate it.
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Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601143

3

Principles of Human rights

–––

Brief description: This courses deals with the basic principles of human rights in ancient civilizations, Laws of
God and modern age.
The course also examines the substance of a humans rights which guarantee respect for his dignity as
human and to safe guard all rights which relate to his humanity, at the forefront of which is the right to life,
personal safety, citizenship, abolishment of slavery and access to justice.
Also there are economic and cultural rights, such as the right to labour and education.
The course refers to international documents relating to human rights, international efforts and Jordanian
Law in the field of recognition and preservation of these rights.

Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601262

3

Diplomatic law

International law

Brief description: The course aims at acquainting the student with the international diplomatic law and its
historical development and to know who represents the state in its foreign with an emphasis on the study of
diplomatic entities as to the development of the systems of diplomatic representation and the national and
international rules organizing same and the classes of diplomatic envoys, their duties, immunity and
Termination of services.
The consulate entities are also studied as to the origins of the system and their types, duties, privileges with
a definition of the diplomatic and consulate representation in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.

Course
number

Credit
hours

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

0601475

3

Jurisprudence of Transactions

–––

Brief description: This course includes the definition of the legitimate transactions in Islam, and those which
are illegitimate, in order to point out the relationship between Muslims. And it includes jurisprudence matters
and modern applications, and it helps to understand jurisprudence of financial transactions. The course
contains also, contract of sale, mortgage, gurauntee, assignment, lease, companies, and more transaction
needed by students.

Course
number
0601426

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Economical Crimes

–––

Brief description: This course includes definition of economic crimes and its importance, and includes the
necessity of exisistence of penal economical law, it refers also to the features of these crimes its rules, its
sources, its conditions, and the criminal responsibility. It also includes the sanctions decided for such crimes,
and the circumstances of applying such penalty. The course deals with the general rules of Economic crimes, in
Jordanian legislation, I-e the penal code, the financial laws, companies and commercial legislations, labor law,
agriculture, health, and other various laws.
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Course
number
0601318

Credit
hours
3

QF06/0409-3.0E

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Small civil contracts

–––

Brief description: This course includes some small civil contracts, such as, agency, the contract for
independent work, the contract for surety and the contract of gift. The course deals with the definition, the
conditions, prerequisites of these contracts, the effect of the contracts, breach of the contracts, the obligations
of each compensation, which may arise through each contract mentioned.

Course
number
0601434

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Maritime Law and Air Aviation

Principles of Commercial Law

Brief description: This course defines maritime law, its characteristics, history and sources. It then studies the
ship as instrument for shipping as to its definition, legal nature, nationality, registration, state control on its ship
and also a study of maritime persons whether owners, captains, officers, crew members and their responsibility
according to international conventions and national laws.
The source includes a study of shipping and leasing contracts and the liabilities arising from each, the sea
voyage and what might accompany it whether crashes, rescue or total loss, rights enjoyed over ships whether
pledge or attachment in addition to a study of the marine insurance contract.
The course Includes defines Aviation law as to its characteristics and sources and it studies aviation
contracts, their nature, enforcement and types of aviation, effects of aviation contracts and the scope of
carrier’s liability for persons, goods and delay.
The course also studies the legal rules affecting planes and what stems from their use and mobility such as
ownership, air worthiness, pilots and flying in national and international sphere.

Course
number
0601223

Credit
hours
3

Title of the course

Prerequisite-co-requisite

Principles of Forensic Medicine

Crimes on persons

Brief description: This course includes the study which concerns with the medical matters which relates to
justice and its applications, relating to the crimes and its discovery and revealing. The course takes into
consideration examination of corps, and the alterations happen after death, the causes of the death, the date of
death, the tools used, the time lapsed after death, the nature of death whether it is natural or criminal or
suicidal. The course deals also with weapons and their uses in the accident. It deals also with rape, abortion,
poisons, estimate of age, through the cooperation between doctors in forensic medicine and judiciary and
executional authorities.
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